
POINT - Product Requirements 

Customer task - Traveler arrives on the homepage and wants to find a trip to purchase

Traveler Task Pages to Design High Level Emotional Need Requirements Detailed Informational Requirements

Generally browse trips
Home

Create excitement for travelers to learn about the trip 
experience and generally understand the technology to 
want to navigate more deeply into the site

category nav bar 
login/sign up
global search
global languages and preferences
overview of featured trips
link to deals for budget conscious?
overview of tech
overview of safety
some testimonials
footer with additional links + social media links + email 
newsletter signup

Learn about technology and safety

Home (below fold) Brief overview of the technology and safety involved in 
going on a trip to inspire user trust

entice with brief overview image/video/animated slide 
show of the tech
seal of approval from companies or governmental 
agencies who vouch for it being safe

About us Company and founder information to instill trust

founder story
company story
who we are and why and how the traveler fits into this 
collective of like-minded spirits

Technology Scientific explanation of tech to instill trust

story showing the impetus leading to the current tech 
that allows time travel
diagrams and animations of the hardware involved à la 
Space X
technololgists and scientists explaining how it works
user manuals à la Virgin Galactic

Safety Safety detailed to explain research process, governing 
entities and third party seals of approval to instill trust

story stating why safety is of paramount importance and 
majority of research and funding went into this pursuit
how safety happens
links to video and word based testimonials, as well as 
links to community and social media for more validation

Select a trip
Destinations

Provide ability for travelers to see "featured trips" as 
well as explore trips by categories and subcategories 
of to provide brief info as well as more detailed info 
the deeper they go inspires travelers to dream

show 1-3 trips of each of main categories: featured, time 
(era), continent (place), influencer (person), event 
(moment)
show video testimonials of someone who did that trip - 
range from older, least active due to invisible disability, 
highest cost to youngest, most extreme, lowest cost and 
one in the middle - middle age with kids, most extreme, 
budget conscious but affordable (all for inclusivity.  
Show also gender types in examples - non binary, various 
ethnicities, etc.)

Customize trip
Destinations (below fold)

Allows customizability for trips so travelers are in 
control of their dates, number of people in their party, 
price point, and feature types (luxury, functional, rustic)

below the fold show and example story of "how it works" 
for filtering (walk through animation with tool-tips)
provide filter sets: travel mode, accommodation type, 
fitness level, interest, budget, departure dates, weather 
then allow to save to preferences in profile to use as 
filters later for ease of use
provide opportunity for travelers to save trips and filter 
preferences
sharing feature to share trip details with friends and 
family to gain momentum in making it happen

Review detailed product (trip) details
Product page

Allows users to see all details of their specifically 
customized trip in terms of features, costs, dates, what 
to do before, during and after trip, testimonials, ability 
to save it, share it, and COMPARE to similar trips once 
additional trips are saved

 trip details including lots of photos, explanatory details, 
dates, costs, testimonials from this or similar trip
ability to share trip
ability to save trip, to compare to other saved trips

Booking and checkout
Cart Allows travelers to select and pay for their trip and 

have an amazing experience!

checkout CTA on trip detail page leads here
cart icon in upper left of site next to account and settings 
icons
payment options
share itinerary
summary of trip details with itinerary
form fields to collect personal info and payment details
security guarantee of personal data and how personal 
data is used

Review upcoming trip details
Account

Allows travelers to review saved trips (favorites), saved 
filter preferences, and checkout quickly once they've 
saved trips, and also adjust account settings

language and account preferences
contact info
credit card info
saved trips cards with sharability
link to easily check out in cart

Access help
Help page Ensure traveler can get questions answered 

IMMEDIATELY

phone number staffed 24/7
live human chat 24/7
email form requesting help


